Working Group for Support Staff

The MIT Working Group for Support Staff consists of employees throughout the Institute who have a special interest in working together toward creative solutions in areas of concern to support staff.

Ms. Stephanie Drakes, Senior Co-Convener (June 30, 2019)
   Atlas Service Center
(Appointment Pending), Junior Co-Convener (June 30, 2019)
Ms. Valerie Alleyne
   VPF-Administrative Services & Operations
Ms. Ashlee M Andrews
   Global Education & Career Development
Ms. Danielle Atwell
   Masdar
Ms. Anne Barrett
   Olc of Philanthropic Partnerships
Ms. Juanita K Battle
   Medical
Ms. Flora Bayoud-Whitney
   Department of Biological Engineering
Ms. Jean M Belbin (L)
   Chemical Engineering
Ms. Brittany A. Bradley
   Abdul Latif Jameel Poverty Action Lab
Ms. Kathleen M Briana
   Civil and Environmental Engineering
Ms. Antoinette J Browne
   Office of Graduate Education
Ms. Marcela Bruce
   Medical
Ms. Shauna Bush-Fenty
   Office of the Provost
Ms. Daisy Meraly Caban
   Earth, Atmospheric & Planetary Sciences
Ms. Linda Cardinal
   Technology Review
Ms. Anne Cardinaux
   Brain & Cognitive Sciences
Ms. Amanda Chan
   Human Resources
Ms. Sally Chapman
   Aeronautics and Astronautics
Ms. Heather Charron
   Campaign Planning
Ms. Carol A Clark
   Medical
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Ms. Mary Kathleen Curtin  
_Laboratory for Nuclear Science_

Ms. Lynne R Dell  
_Lab for Information & Decision Systems_

Ms. Anne Deveau  
_Architecture_

Ms. Marisol Diaz  
_Comp Sci & Artificial Intelligence Lab_

Mr. Nicholas Diehl, Advisor #  
_Office of the President_

Ms. Katherine M Drexel  
_Campus Planning_

Ms. Samantha L Duk  
_Office of Leadership Giving_

Mr. James C Eggleston  
_Libraries_

Ms. Shirley A Entzminger  
_Mathematics_

Ms. Jackie A Erbstein  
_Office of the Recording Secretary_

Ms. Alicia Estabrooks  
_Dean for Student Life-Administration_

Ms. Christina Fanciullo  
_Libraries_

Ms. Shayne M Fernandes  
_Research Laboratory of Electronics_

Ms. Margaret Ferreira  
_Human Resources_

Ms. Andrea M Finnin  
_Recycling & Materials Management_

Mr. Thomas M Fisher  
_Human Resources_

Ms. Dorothy A Fleischer  
_Research Laboratory of Electronics_

Ms. Karen M Fosher  
_Earth, Atmospheric & Planetary Sciences_

Ms. Rebecca Rachel Fowler  
_Office of Sustainability_

Mr. Topher J Francisco  
_Abdul Latif Jameel Poverty Action Lab_

Ms. Gina M Franzetta  
_Materials Research Laboratory_

Ms. Donna M Fucillo  
_Custodial Services_
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Ms. Donna L Gale  
Research Laboratory of Electronics

Ms. Angela Garraway  
Facilities Dev Design Eng & Construction

Ms. Molly B Gilmore  
Abdul Latif Jameel Poverty Action Lab

Ms. Roshni Gohil  
Office of Development Systems

Ms. Ellen R Griffin  
Credit Union

Ms. Mary E Harrington  
Recycling & Materials Management

Mr. Graham Haskin  
Dean for Student Life-Administration

Ms. Emilie Heilig  
Mechanical Engineering

Ms. Therese Z Henderson  
Sloan School of Management

Ms. Gianna Hernandez-Figueroa  
Center for Environmental Health Sciences

Ms. Cynthia J Higgins  
Research Laboratory of Electronics

Ms. Katrina N. Hill  
Student Activities

Ms. Julia C. Hollingsworth-Brown  
Materials Science and Engineering

Ms. Tammy L. Holmstrom  
Sloan School of Management

Ms. Kelly A Hopkins  
Libraries

Ms. Theresa S Howell  
Human Resources

Ms. Heather Huckins  
Koch Inst - Integrative Cancer Research

Ms. Sandra Nichole Hunley  
VP for Research

Ms. Shellyann V Isaac  
Undergraduate Advising and Academic Prog

Ms. Jessica Jones  
Gordon Engineering Leadership Program

Ms. Tara Bridget Joyce  
Comp Sci & Artificial Intel Lab HQ

Mr. Peter Kearns  
Open Learning, Supporting Unit, Bus/Ops
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Ms. Barbara Keller  
*Anthropology Program*

Mr. Michael J Kelly  
*Mechanical Engineering*

Ms. Fernanda D Keniston  
*Comp Sci & Artificial Intelligence Lab*

Ms. Christine Kerney  
*Department of Biological Engineering*

Ms. Beth Paula Klein  
*McGovern Institute for Brain Research*

Ms. Yvette Lai  
*Mechanical Engineering*

Ms. Nico Marie Lang  
*VPF-Administrative Services & Operations*

Ms. Chloe A Lesieur  
*Abdul Latif Jameel Poverty Action Lab*

Ms. Ruth Levitsky  
*Economics*

Ms. Joyce L Light  
*Aeronautics and Astronautics*

Mr. Anthony Livingston  
*Medical*

Ms. Cornel Louis  
*VPF - Accounts Payable*

Ms. Joanna Maclver  
*Microsystems Technology Laboratories*

Ms. Christine A Maglio  
*Earth, Atmospheric & Planetary Sciences*

Ms. Lisa Maloney  
*Sloan School of Management*

Ms. Jeanette M Marchocki  
*Civil and Environmental Engineering*

Ms. Emily Martin  
*Open Learning, J-WEL Research, TSL*

Ms. Janet S Maslow  
*Mechanical Engineering*

Mr. Jennifer R Matthews  
*Chemistry*

Ms. Heather McCurdy  
*Abdul Latif Jameel Poverty Action Lab*

Ms. Joanne Agnes McHugh  
*MIT Sea Grant College Program*

Ms. Catherine J. McLean  
*Technology Review*
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Ms. Jennifer Meredith  
*Residential Life Programs*

Ms. Li Miao  
*Chemistry*

Ms. Michelle Miller  
*Libraries*

Ms. Lisa Morin  
*Military Science*

Ms. Kathleen J. Moynihan  
*Gordon Engineering Leadership Program*

Ms. Anna Murphy  
*Vice Pres for Resource Development*

Ms. Flor Gonzalez Nawara  
*Research Laboratory of Electronics HQ*

Ms. Lynda M Nelson  
*Office of Sponsored Programs*

Ms. Jodie Nosiglia, Human Resources Liaison #  
*Human Resources*

Ms. Katherine Olson  
*Materiels Science and Engineering*

Ms. Antonina Palisano  
*Picower Institute for Learning & Memory*

Ms. Erika Paoletti  
*Sloan School of Management*

Ms. Olga V Parkin  
*Department of Biological Engineering*

Ms. Miroslava Parsons  
*Earth, Atmospheric & Planetary Sciences*

Ms. Denesha Peter  
*Abdul Latif Jameel Poverty Action Lab*

Ms. Amanda E Pickett  
*Global Education & Career Development*

Ms. Zella I Pirello  
*Biology*

Mr. Daniel E Pritchard  
*School of Humanities, Arts, & Social Sci*

Ms. Zina M Queen  
*Political Science*

Ms. Erica M Ratti  
*HQ, Information Systems & Technology*

Ms. Joanne Reynolds  
*VPF - Financial Operations*

Dr. Jean Mary Potter Rowe, Advisor #  
*Sloan School of Management*
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Ms. Georgia K Santander  
*Office of Foundation Relations*

Ms. Judi Segall-Milberg, Advisor #  
*Office of the President*

Ms. Karen E Semerjian  
*Campus Construction*

Ms. Debra S Shafran  
*VPF - Controllership*

Mr. Geoffrey Shamu  
*Koch Inst - Integrative Cancer Research*

Ms. Patricia Shaughnessy  
*Sloan School of Management*

Ms. Gayle E Sherman  
*Aeronautics and Astronautics*

Ms. Andrea Siegel  
*Technology Review*

Ms. Barbara D Smith  
*Mechanical Engineering*

Ms. Cynthia Smith  
*Office of Graduate Education*

Ms. Deborah J Smith  
*Human Resources*

Ms. Lauralyn M Smith  
*Comp Sci & Artificial Intel Lab HQ*

Mr. Samuel E Spencer  
*Libraries*

Ms. Christina Spinelli  
*Mechanical Engineering*

Ms. Kimberly Renee Strampel  
*Institute for Data, Systems, and Society*

Ms. Sarah Summers  
*Chemical Engineering*

Ms. Amy Taber  
*Open Learning, Supporting Unit, Bus/Ops*

Ms. Marcia G Tench-Mora  
*Plasma Science and Fusion Center*

Ms. Brigitte Tersek  
*Open Learning, Supporting Unit, MVP*

Ms. Rosario Berenice Torrecillas Romero  
*Medical*

Ms. Lorena Tovar  
*PKG Center*

Ms. Maria L. Tsafoulias  
*MIT Energy Initiative*
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Ms. Mei-Chun Ruth Tse Yiu  
*Urban Studies & Planning*

Ms. Bettina Urcuioli  
Prog in Science, Technology, & Society

Ms. Katrina M Walker  
Mechanical Engineering- Admin

Ms. Rachel E Walsh  
Sloan School of Management

Ms. Trudi Walters  
MIT Sea Grant College Program

Ms. Melody A White-Frager  
Atlas Service Center

Ms. Laura A White  
Open Learning, Supporting Unit, Bus/Ops

Mr. Thomas P White  
Open Learning, Supporting Unit, MVP

Ms. Lori Ray Winiarski  
Maintenance and Utilities

Ms. Megan Wong  
Office of Minority Education

Ms. Helen Yap  
Sloan School of Management

Ms. Samantha A Young  
Mechanical Engineering

Ms. Rosalee Zammuto  
Mathematics

Mr. Bryan Kenneth Magu Zaramba  
Global Education & Career Development

Ms. Weijia Zhang  
Koch Inst - Integrative Cancer Research
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